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Details of Visit:

Author: Confuscius
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

The new HoD3, more compact than the previous location but just as clean and tidy, situated very
close to HoD2, front door while anonymous is a bit exposed for anyone requiring complete
discretion. 

The Lady:

Both ladies are similar in that they are both Brits, 20 something in age, brunette, slightly taller than
average, attractive in a girl next door sort of way, medium curvy build with enormous breasts.
Photos currently on their HoD profile provide a good indication of what to expect.

The Story:

I couldn't pass by the opportunity of booking these ladies for a FFM when I saw that they were both
working the same shift. I'd seen both ladies on a one to one basis previously and I had absolutely
no doubt that they would work really well together as well as meet my requirements. These consist
of:

1) being able to handle 2 sets of mega sized breasts at the same time; and
2) taking advantage of a specialist service that both ladies offer at their discretion to do things that
can't be done on a one to one basis.

It was a late booking but, as luck would have it, they had a free 30 minute slot around the time I was
able to slip away from my desk.

As you can imagine, it turned out to be an absolutely amazing experience.

The action started with Flora dfk'ing me while Morgan provided owo before moving lower and lower
until she hit the bullseye. After a few minutes they swopped roles with Morgan taking over dfk duties
and Flora the owo/rimming services. A few minutes later, there was another change in itinerary with
Morgan providing owo while Flora focussed solely on the rimming. Then after several more minutes
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they swopped roles again with Flora leading on owo and Morgan on rimming. While Morgan worked
away with her tongue, Flora increased the pace of her owo keeping me on the threshold of climax
for at least 10 minutes during which I felt every sensation in the range between agony and ecstasy.
Then with time running out, Flora moved up to provide me with dfk and fondled me between the
legs while Morgan continued to work away with her tongue. It only took a few rubs for me come and
what a come it was - incredibly powerful and long lasting.

Definitely recommended for thrillseekers seeking the ultimate sensual exhilaration.
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